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JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. For the best experience on our site, be sure to
turn on Javascript in your browser. It is important to know that pool pump motors are not
manufactured by the pump manufacturer; the motor will usually be manufactured by AO Smith,
Magnetek or Centurion. Your pump's motor should have a label or faceplate on it which
includes the information you need to replace your pump motor. The most important categories
to note will be the horsepower hp , motor frame fr , voltage and service factor sf. When
replacing your pool pump motor you should always replace the shaft seal as well. The shaft seal
is a 2 part piece made of rubber, metal and ceramic and keeps water from entering the pump
motor. It is located near the impeller at the end of the motor shaft. Shaft seals vary between
pumps so be sure to order the appropriate shaft seal for your pump. We recommend either a
dual speed or variable speed pump for California residents. Horsepower: 1. Skip to the end of
the images gallery. Skip to the beginning of the images gallery. Product Features 1. Wish List
Compare Qty. Add to Cart. Related Products. Wish List Compare. Your question might be
answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure
that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. Skip to main content.
Make sure this fits:. You can find your product's model number on a plate affixed to the product
or in the owner's manual. Even though parts may look the same, there are often variances in
similar parts and it is important to buy parts that fit your specific model. Most appliances show
their model number on a plate somewhere that looks like this. Number plates can appear in a
number of different places, depending on what type of product your model is. Select Category.
Select Subcategory. Model number not found. Please try again. Find the right part Make sure
this fits your model. We found more than one model that matches your search. Select the series
that matches your model number. This fits your:. Check another model. We're not sure this item
fits your:. Thanks for your Feedback. Please provide your feedback Rate your experience: Poor
Rate your experience: Great. Our finder cannot confirm if this item fits your model. Try checking
the product description for more information. Fastest delivery: Friday, Feb 26 Order within 1 hr
and 3 mins Details. In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We
work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your
information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from. VM Express. Sold by. Visit the
Century Store. This fits your. Frequently bought together. Add both to Cart Add both to List.
These items are shipped from and sold by different sellers. Show details. Ships from and sold
by VM Express. Ships from and sold by Professor Foam. Customers who viewed this item also
viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. What other items do
customers buy after viewing this item? Register a free business account. Not for children under
3 yrs. Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try your search
again later. Compare with similar items. Pool motor, Degree C ambient temperature, stainless
steel threaded shaft. Product information Technical Details. No Batteries Required? No
Warranty Description 1-Year. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? User Manual [PDF ].
Important information Bulb Voltage volts. See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How
are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if
the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness.
Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews
from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later.
Verified Purchase. I purchased this back in July , and have now had it installed and in use for 10
months writing this in May I typically do not leave reviews for products I buy on Amazon, but I
feel this product warrants a word of warning. I live in Arizona where average summer temps
reach so it is very hard on motors. That said, the old motor would run as long as I needed it to,
and it only eventually needed replaced after an undetected leak developed in the gasket and
allowed water to leak into the motor housing, eventually destroying it. The motor housing was
red-hot to the touch and apparently was shutting down to cool itself off, automatically turning
back on after about 30 minutes, at which point it would run for about minutes before again
shutting down. At this point, it was too late to return, and I was was hopeful that it would run
longer in the winter months, thinking that maybe the hot weather was to blame. It did not. I am
very disappointed in the performance of the motor and believe it to be defective, but again, I am
kind of stuck with it, so I will need to buy a new motor and go through the hassle of changing it
out. Ran fine up until now but now gets hot and shuts off automatically. Runs again when it
cools down but then overheats and shuts off again. Does this continuously now Is two years the
most I can get out of one of these? Doesn't seem very cost effective. Anyone else getting more
out of theirs? Just curious before I buy another one. You get two years at most out of one. I
have to find a different brand as I won't buy another one of these! They do not return phone
calls and the email they have on their web site comes back as undeliverable. After doing some
research found out the original AO Smith sold to a foreign company and the quality and service

has gone away. I will not buy another one of these motors. I gave it a three because this was
supposed to be a replacement for my WhisperFlow pump. That assembly had a reverse thread
tap on the front end of the shaft. This pump did not. Talked to the company and someone there
decided it was not necessary on residential pump assemblies. With the front scree missing,
water was getting inside if the bearing shaft and past the ceramic seal. Had to make up an
EPOXY putty mix and seal the hole at the end that orig had a revers thread screw and a rubber
washer. It works, it is quiet and it is not leaking. I just hop in time the impeller does not back
itself off, I put LockTight on the threads 'just in case'. I actually think they were trying to save
money and stopped tapping the end of the shaft. Who in their right mind would remove that
reverse thread considering what it does. They were gracious. Said they would accept the motor
back. At this point my whole filter system was laying on the ground disassembled. I took a
chance. Update: upon tearing down the pump, I find that the shaft seal failed, causing water to
leak into the front bearings -- so that's not the fault of the motor. So be sure you use a good
quality seal. I'm updating my rating on the motor, which ran well for a year despite the water
leaking into it. Original review: So, I bought this motor in August of as an exact replacement for
the motor that was on my pool pump when I purchased my home more than 6 years prior. Just
over a year later, this motor is already failing. Apparently the quality of these motors has gone
downhill considerably since my original one was made. And of course, the noise started 13
months after it was installed, and the warranty is 12 months. It was a decent motor Until it
started making the noise it was efficient and quiet. In colder climates where pool pumps don't
run all year long it might perhaps last a bit longer. The short life makes this motor a very poor
value for the money. I won't be buying another Century motor. I suggest you find another
manufacturer. Motor worked great for 6 months now it is extremely loud. Customer service is
non existent. Quality has gone considerably downhill. One person found this helpful. Your
browser does not support HTML5 video. It runs good and strong, just as a pump motor should.
See all reviews. Customers who bought this item also bought. Pentair Pump Shaft Slinger.
Pages with related products. See and discover other items: electrical capacitor , electrical
enclosures , electronics enclosures , motor start capacitor , start run capacitor. There's a
problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with
Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a
language for shopping. Water That. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon
Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon.
Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal
Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology
Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's
Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home
Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can
trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. By Century Motors.
Smith for my irrigation system? I see it replaces a smilar A. Hi Andy, yes this is the correct
replacement motor for your motor included in your photo. Could you send us a few photos of
your pump so we can suggest the proper seal kit? If so then please take a wide shot of the
complete pump to include the pipes going in and out of the pump. To supply photos simply
click the reply link below and upload your photos or provide them via our online chat feature.
Once we get those photos we can make the proper recommendation for your seal kit. I sent pics
of the pump, I'll try again. Just be sure to remove the copper cone in the seal plate if you have
one there when installing the shaft seal. I know this is the pump I need, but how do I know
which gasket kit I need. What does that mean and how do I find out?? This is Poolside Chat
where every week we answer your questions on how to fix and maintain your swimming pool.
Attached is a picture of the nameplate. Would the USQ be a suitable replacement? Is this the
correct replacement motor? Will this replace my irrigation pump motor? This motor is
compatible with what is pictured correct? Do you have a compatible model with SVRS? Is there
an exact replacement for UR c48l2ec11c3 motor UL outdoor rating? The Q motor which will
have to be special ordered is a direct replacement. To supply photos simply click the reply link
below and upload your photos. Can you please confirm that USQ is the correct replacement and
what other seals or gaskets you would recommend for the motor and pump? Thank you! We put
together this Video on How to Replace a Pool Pump Motor which you may find helpful when you
tackle this project. It is also recommended to replace the seals when replacing a motor. In order
to locate those, we will need to know the front pump housing wet end model name or number
that the motor attaches to. You can also reply to this with a few images attached of that housing
if you need. My local pool shop order it and I received a USQ no external capacitor. It will not
start and kicks my breaker on my house every time. Did I receive the wrong motor or is this a
direct replacement? This is the correct single speed replacement motor for your model. So the

SQ actually has a higher total horsepower of 2. Always multiply a motor's labeled horsepower
with the service factor to get the total horsepower. Actually, the correct single speed
replacement motor is the USQ that you can view by clicking here. Hi Paula, the correct single
speed replacement motor for your motor in the photo is USQ Is this motor a direct replacement?
Please take a close up shot of the motor label. Once we get those photos we can make the
proper recommendation. I ordered a Century 1. The diffuser is CPA. Which impeller matches
both the motor and diffuser? Hi Mackenzie, for us to suggest the proper parts could you send a
photo of a wide shot of your complete pool pump to show the pipes going in and out of the
pump? To supply this photo simply click the reply link below and upload your photo. Will this
motor replace my motor in the photo? Hi there- I'm curious what the flow rate, or gallons per
minute or hour on this pump model would be? Is this the correct replacement for the following?
Hi Rich, Yes this is the correct replacement motor the motor included in your photo. Do you
have this motor in stock? Yes we do have plenty of this motor in stock! The wiring is different
but it will bolt to your housing the same. If you ordered today then it would ship tomorrow
Tuesday and delivery would be Wednesday or Thursday. That was second time replacement,
average of 3 to 4 years each, I'm like not to have this issue so often. Hi, Juan Carlos, I would
suggest this 1. Have you been replacing your shaft seal when you replace your motor as you
will want to make sure you do this to prolong the life of the motor? I have an SQ Will it hurt to
upgrade to a 1. Yes, this 1. Looking to replace this motor. Will the USQ work? Will need a seal
kit also, I suspect. I have A. What is shipping charge to zip code? The shaft will be the same on
the new motor. Will this one replace the one I currently have and fit correctly? Hi, Frank. I had a
Century USQ pump 1hp. I installed a solar heater and since my pump died I would like to install
a higher power pump. Would this USQ work? I assume they are the same except for the power
differences? Yes, that is correct. However, in order to increase the water flow, you will need to
change the impeller, diffuser and components to match the increased HP. W this motor work?
Thank You! Hi, Norm. I attached a picture of my pool pump motor now. Is your replacement
motor the same company Century, or A. Smith brand? Are these same variables? What all will I
need to replace the pump motor, seals ext.? Please provide the make and model or a picture of
the pump housing so that we can identify which seals you would need. Here are some photos of
my housing. Unfortunately, we do not have a replacement motor for your pump. The motor is
very corroded and beyond repair. Can I just replace the motor and the flange. The pump
housing seems fine. Sta-Rite sprinkler pump motor? What is your warranty on the motor? Hello
Richard, we unfortunately do not have any sprinkler products or motors and most of our motors
have a 1 year warranty. The label details says the motor model is a C48L2PA This looks like the
correct replacement motor, can you tell me which seal kit I should also buy. Hello,Thank you for
contacting Inyo Pools. Yes, this is the correct motor that you will need. I need to replace the
pool pump motor pictured. Which motor do you recommend. What if I need replacement parts,
e. I will need to know the model of the Dyna-Tech model pump housing in order to identify what
other parts you will need. Will this motor be OK? Or another? What seals, O rings etc will I
need? The pump is a sta-rite and the id tag is not very legible but I can see the letters 2PR so I
am assuming it is a 5P2R. Can you tell me the replacement motor I need and seal kit. Thank you.
I did see on your website that the B was a possible replacement for the B and is more energy
efficient. Your thoughts please. Mike, The B can be used as an energy-efficient option. And is
this the correct replacement motor? The model provided is not valid. The letter after the 5 is not
a B. Please provide an picture of the motor label or the pump model so that we can verify it.
That motor is a good replacement based on the information provided. Believe it or not bought a
house that has well irrigation and this pump is used for it?!? It only leaks while on. Do you
happen to have the gasket for it? Hello is this the correct motor replacement for the Sta-rite Max
E Pro. We will need this picture in order to find the correct motor you will need. Greetings,
Thought I'd asked this yesterday but Are you saying that I don't need to bolt the impeller to the
shaft? You do not absolutely need that screw however if you really want that motor version then
you can use the motor model B Hi, I am in need of a replacement motor for my Sta-rite pump. Is
this uprated model suitable as a replacement or should I be going with the full 1. Hello,Based on
the model number of your pump, the motor you need is SQ Does the shaft come with outside
threads and threaded for a screw in the center? The USQ shaft has outer threads, but it does
not have inner threads. My old motor shaft had inner and outer threads. Can I use a motor that
just has out threads? Al, The outer threads are for the impeller, however, the inner threads
which are no longer used for pumps with impeller screws. I have a century model 7-f56AA11A
serial J2. The motor just peaked up a high pitch wine so looking to replace, what motor and kits
do you recommend? Also, is there a rebuild option or kit for the existing motor. Hi there, I have
what I believe is an old Dyna-Glas pump with a 1. The motor model is 5kc39unx. It appears to be
an old Century no longer in production. The pump itself is a model mpra6fl. Will this A. Smith

with the 48Y frame mount directly in place of my old motor which I believe is a 56Y? Motor and
my pump? Thank you!! I'm replacing my pool pump, a A. Also want the other part of pump
replaced 2nd pic. Trying to find a replacement I can just bolt on and cannot locate this exact
pump; seems like this one is very close and should bolt right on, but wanted to make sure that
1. The motor you will need is the SQSR. We do always suggest a Seal Kit when replacing a
motor. To determine the proper seal kit we will need to know your pump make and model
information, common pump names would be Sta-Rite Dura-Glas, Dyna Glas, Dyna Max, etc.. To
supply this information click the reply link below, also if you could send a few photos those are
always helpful as well. If you send photos then take a close up shot of the motor label as well as
a wide shot of the complete pump to include the pipes going in and out of the pump. Once we
get any of this information we can make the proper recommendation. I also have this pump and
need replacement. What should I purchase to replace? Pix attached. If you need different pix, let
me know! Too Funny! Lisa - not same one though : Yes if you could post some photos that
would be great, just click the reply link below to send you photos. I ordered a usq motor and
need any other parts that are required. Hi, Laura. You can reuse our other parts if they're in
good condition. I cant seem to find the bearing and seal kit on your site for this motor. Can you
give me the part I need for this? Thanks again. As for the seal kit, it is specific to the pump
housing. I would like to replace it with a 2 or 3 HP pump. What pump did I need to order? What
size is the thread for the shaft screw holding the propeller on? I saw it on your website which
you guys are wayy cheaper than everyone. So my question is i want to buy the whole pump and
the basket or which parts should i buy for a complete installation? In order to cross reference
the model of the complete pump we will need the model of that as well. It should be on a label
on that housing or you can also send an image of that housing to upload inyopools. Reference
previous email on motor usq I already ordered the motor. The pump housing model number is
Sears 3'90 see attached photo. Please let me know what gasket set to order. Is this the correct
replacement for the motor as shown in the picture of it's label? What gasket set can I also order
with it? Smith 1. For the gaskets we would need the information of the pump housing. Will this
unit be a suitable replacement? If so are the desks included? I need a replacement motor. Is this
the right replacement. Here is a picture of my pump. Hi Lee, No this is not the correct
replacement motor for the motor you have included in the photo. If you could supply us this
information or send a photo of your complete pump showing the basket area of your pump
where the pipe goes in and out wide shot of Pump then we would be able to suggest the proper
tune-up kit. Simply click on the reply link below to supply this information or upload your
photos. The A. Is the one your selling prewired for volts so won't have to change anything? Can
you please email me your answer? I would appreciate it very much. Usq, what is up rate motor
stand for? When searching to purchase one, what's the difference? O Smith vs Century, any
difference besides price? Century and A. Smith is one in the same. It appears the pump was
reduced to a 1. Which internal parts would that be? How would I know they were changed. I
replaced this motor a little over 2 yrs ago. Is that how often they need to be changed? My pool
servicer did not do right by me. How can I be sure he changed the other parts? I'm certain that
the impeller was changed or else the motor wouldn't have lasted this long. Replacing a sta-rite
dura glass II motor. Does the old motor just unbolt and this fit right in its place? Do I also need
to replace any seals or need to purchase a seal kit also? So there is a little more involved in
changing a pool motor. Yes, this is the correct motor replacement for your motor model. Is this
the correct replacement for the model shown in my photo? Hi, Michael. I just received my new 1.
I am concerned about the impeller lock bolt as it is too wide to fit in the new motor's shaft. I
know there are threads on the outside of the shaft that the impeller screws into; however, that
leaves a large hole in the middle where the old bolt used to go. Do I need a new bolt, new
impeller or does the bolt just get left off? Hello Brett- The impeller screw is old technology and
does not fit the newer motors. It is no longer needed and can simply be left off during
installation. I have a USQ which failed after a couple of years. Can I use this motor as a
replacement? It is not usually recommended unless the system is tested and recalculated to be
able to handle the extra water pressure. I have a circulator pump by starite the pump model
number is MPRA6FL I want to make sure this motor pump will work for my circulator pump. Yes,
this is the correct replacement motor for your motor model. A O Smith pool pump, usq part
number, how long is the warranty? These carry a manufacturer 1-year warranty. Please click
here to view the warranty policy card. Smith 1hp motor. What motor and rebuild kit for the pump
to you recommend? Just be advised that if you have the copper cone insert in the seal plate
then you would need to remove it. An up rate motor is the same term used as a regular motor.
To install this Motor will I need a "Installation Kit"? Is this motor a high efficiency unit? I have a
HSQ motor.. Yes, this motor would work as a replacement for the model HSQ It seems to run
fine for awhile then randomly shuts off dispite the power being on. It does seem to let off a lot of

heat when running. I can only comfortably touch it for about a second. Should I replace the
whole unit? Or does just replacing the motor usually do the job? If so, whichever motor would I
need. The shutting off of the motor could be that it is getting too hot engaging the Thermal
Overload. You can replace the motor or the pump but can still have the same issue. I currently
have a Century HSQ motor. Would this be a viable replacement and is it better. If so, why? This
motor requires V connection. I have a water Ace rsp The pump has worked fine since we bought
the house, but the motor recently got very loud, like a gravel grinding sound, and stopped very
quickly. I believe the usq is the right motor. Located in the top right corner of the motor label.
My motor is getting loud and running hot. Want to replace as a preventative measure before it
fails. Most commonly the seals and gaskets are replaced with motor replacements. The noise is
a whine more than a growl or more coarse sound. I replaced the motor several years ago and
wonder if this is an indicator that the motor has a problem or that the pump itself is bad. If it
does then that means that it is the motor bearings. O Smith 48Y,would this motor be Ok.? Would
the replacement be this A. USQ, if so what is the shaft seal kit I should also purchase? Yes, this
would be the correct replacement motor and in order to confirm the correct seals or seal kit that
you would need, you will need to know the model name or number of the front pump housing
that the motor bolts to. If you do not have that information you can always send us a picture of
it to upload inyopools. Hi, Howqrd. This motor can be used on but not limited to these following
Pumps. Is this pump motor exchangeable with your model USQ? I have a Flotec motor c48k2pa
that is 1. Hi, Jacob. I need to replace the 1. Hi, Chip. The motor dimensions are different but they
are listed as options under the Sta-Rite Max-E-Pro Pump replacement parts. You will first have
to make sure that your filtration system and pipe can handle the additional water flow. Then you
will need to replace the motor, impeller, diffuser, and seals. Hi, Drago. The pool motor that I'd
ordered from your company has now failed. Is there any warranty on this motor? Hi, John. This
motor has a one year manufacturer warranty. Russell, The USQ would be the correct motor. I
would also recommend buying a tune up kit so you can change the seals when you change the
motor. They are 2 different frame types. I have a sta rite mpragel 1 hp. I have a Hayward tri-star
T63cxdcz and I need a new motor. What motor do I need? I have a Jandy mhp1. Do you sell the
whole thing, pump and motor as one piece? I have a jandy mhp1. I need a replacement pump for
that. Hi, Scott. Is the A. What seal kit is recommended? Aside from the USQ motor, you will need
the shaft seal. This question is about the Century pool pump motor USQ The motor shaft has
outside threads for mounting the impeller. Does shaft have also inner threads to secure the
impeller with a self-sealing screw? If so, what are the specs of the threads of the inner shaft? I
ordered this motor and all is going fine. When I removed the old motor, the square flange
crumbled into dust. The new motor of course has a new flange as an integral part of the motor.
Is there a compatible version of this motor with a SS flange? Hi Mike, I'm sorry there is only one
standard flange material available, there are not upgraded flange options. Does the the Century
USQ motor have threads on the inside of the shaft that can be used for impeller attachment with
a self-sealing screw? If so, what would the specs for that screw be? Al, It does not. The
replacement motors do not need the impeller screw. Is this the correct motor? Your motor
replacement is the QC I noticed the inlets where not moving the water however the pump was
on. The pump is running however the pressure on the filter tank is half what it normal is. Does
this sound like I need a new motor. This pump and motor are original when i had the pool
installed about 12 years ago. Motors are not designed to loose power as the get old so I do not
think a bad motor is the cause. I need a replacement motor for a Sta-Rite Duraglas pump. Which
replacement motor and other parts would I need? Hi, Janice. I have an A. Hi, Matt. I would not
recommend increasing the motor unless you can confirm that your system can handle the water
flow. You will also need to replace the impeller, diffuser, and seals along with the motor. Would
this be the correct motor for that and what else would I need to purchase with it? Attempting to
replace screaming bearings on a 1. Smith motor on an old Sears sprinkler pump, I decided to
replace the motor after snapping 4 bolts. My concern is that the pump mounting flange has 5"
square mounting pattern. Which flange should I be looking for? The Frame size FR on the motor
will tell you the flange type. Send a photo of the motor label to upload inyopools. Hi, I think the
motor on my pool has gone bad. It keeps tripping the breaker. The model number on the motor
is USQ Should I order this part, or are there multiple parts and is this something I can replace
myself? Thanks in advance. Yes, that would be the correct replacement motor and you would
also want to replace the seals as well, you would need to know the pump model to figure out
which seal kit you need. And yes, this is something you can replace yourself, we have videos on
our website that will walk you through replacing the motor and seals. I used Gage 14 wire and
plugged it into a volts outlet. I works a few minutes and shots off. Can you please tell me whats
the problem. Am I using the wrong wire?. Perhaps it should be Gage 12? I was not able to locate
a replacement motor based on the info provided. The BN35V1 1. When replacing your motor we

would suggest a Hayward Matrix Tune Up Kit this will allow you to replace your seals when
replacing your motor. Does it come with a shaft seal? No, it does not come with a shaft seal.
The replacement shaft seal is going to depend on your pump model, not your motor. If you
know your pump motor I can help you with the correct shaft seal. I have a A. Smith USQ that has
failed. Can I replace the existing motor with the USQ? Or would you suggest the B? Not sure
why the current motor is 1hp when the pump calls for 1. Yes, the USQ should be the motor that
is on that, but the previous owner may have which it and when he did most likely changed the
impeller as well to fit the motor. If you are able to read a part number on the impeller so we can
confirm that you have the correct impeller for a 1. Hi, this motor replace the flotec FP sprinkler. I
normally keep this motor running all the time. We advise to search our site or call in with your
current motor model, part or catalog number. Also if you decide to call in, it wouldn't hurt to
also have the pump front housing model, filter model and even the impeller part number to help
confirm compatibility. What is the GPM for this pump? Hi, Harry. Unfortunately, we do not have
any seal kits for sprinkler pump. Yes, This is the correct replacement. If I am looking to replace
the motor on my pump, will this A. The total HP on my current motor is 1. That would be the
correct replacement motor and the shaft seal you will need to complete the motor installation is
part number Please let me know the part numbers and availability. Also, do I need to replace
any other associated parts to maintain the warranty i. I would like to upgrade it to an EE two
speed motor but I'm unable to determine the manufacturing date of the pump to purchase the
correct seal kit. Also, when I purchase the two speed pump should I purchase the two speed
impeller and diffuser Sta-Rite normally sold with two speed pumps? One last question, what do
you recommended for two speed replacement motors. And no, you would not need to replace
the impeller or diffuser for this motor installation. Hello Lynda, this impeller goes to a 1. The
only thing that appears to be "wrong" with the GOKIT6 is that the rubber seat for the white
ceramic seal is too small for the opening in the seal plate of the pump. All other seals in the kit
appear to be identical to what I have. Is the size of that rubber seat the only difference in the
kits? Hello Ken, try and see if it would fit by removing the copper insert, see if it will fit then,
normally you would be able to get the GOKIT54 and take out the copper insert and it would
work. There is a video about this here. I have the Marathon electric motor 5kc39unx and it
appears the one above is the one you are recommending, but I heard that you need to get a seal
kit too. We have a purex triton ultra flow pump which might be called a pentair now, what seal
kit do I need? Replacing a USQ motor on my Hayward pool pump. It is going to depend on
which Hayward model you have. If you do not know, attach a picture of the complete pump and I
can identify it for you so I can tell you the correct seal kit. The motor needs to be replaced. Is
there a seal kit needed if I am just replacing to motor? I got it from you a few years ago and now
I need to replace the front bearing. Which bearing is the correct number for this application?
The correct replacement bearing is part number Have a Aermotor irrigation pump that the
manual indicates the model no. Is this motor to use? Hi, Don. Also I'm looking for the new seal
kit to ensure no leaks. I need a new pool pump motor for my starite dynaglass pump but am
unsure of which one I need. The tag on the motor says its a aos smith motor. Cat B, serial , part
It says its a 1 horsepower rpm motor. Can you tell me which motor i need.. Your motor
replacement is the B The part number looks to be an impeller for a 2. You may need a different
one. I have a AO smith 1. Hello, Your motor is a A. Your frame is the only thing that isn't going
to change on these two motors, please compare the motor label to each motor you are
interested in to see if they match up to what you currently have now. So if you have a v and you
go with the SQ it wouldn't work because that one is specifically v. Do you have a high efficiency
replacement? Do you also sell the necessary seals and O rings? The energy efficient
replacement motor is UQC I'll need the model of your pump to be able to determine which seal
kit you will need. I need to replace my Maxi-E-Glas 1. Smith would work? Also, does a new
shafts seal come with new motors? Please reply at your earliest convenience Pool motor, this
model Time for a replacement? Hi Tom, Yes, it's time to replace the motor. My questions: How
do I remove the impeller from the pump shaft? What tune-up kit do you recommend? I believe
the replacement rpm motor is an USQ What is the difference? It is a Marathon motor. Hi Rick,
would it be possible for you to send us a photo of your motor label as well as a wide shot
showing the complete pump? This would allow us to determine the correct motor and tune up
kit you require. Hi, These motors comes with a 1 year manufacture warranty. Will this motor
work for on Water Ace model R15L? I have a usq motor. Hi Scott, No the pump seal does not
come with the motor. You would need to provide the pump manufacturer and model information
located on the front half of the pump where the motor connects to in order to determine the
correct pump seal. The stainless steel band Has rusted as well, so I will need the correct part
number to replace it at the same time. The only thing that I am not sure of is 48Y. Since mine is
56Z, is the 48Y compatible? Hello, Patty. Normally, the 48 frames are shipped with a rubber

insert you apply underneath the end of the motor and the base. They send that in case you are
switching from a frame to the frame. If you would rather order the exact frame please use A.
Remember to replace your Shaft Seal at the time of replacing your motor. Shaft Seals are
specific to the Name and Model of your pool pump. The motor is going bad. What motor would
fit this pump. Hello, Chas. Replacing the seals help to prevent water damage. Need to replace
pool pump motor. If not, what would you suggest? Our A O Smith pool motor 1. I have a sta-rite
pump mdl. I am looking at the USQ Is that correct? Also does the tune up kit contain the shaft
seal? Phil- The A. How many gpm does this have? Brian, The motor is rated for any specific
gpm. I have a Hayward tri-star single speed 1. What motor is required? Hello Tony - Your model
number did not bring up a match. I'm trying to replace the motor on my pool pump but all these
numbers and abbreviations on the motor label are really confusing me. What do they mean?
Replacing a pool pump motor is not as difficult as it seems. You can try looking here. If you
need help figuring out what the information on your label means. If you are still having difficulty
figuring it out you can call us at our toll free number or you can send us a photo of your motor
label here. Why should I purchase a Tune Up Kit? A Tune Up Kit includes all of the essential
replacement seals and gaskets for the pump. The seals and gaskets should be replaced when
installing a new motor on your pump. Why do I need to purchase a new shaft seal? We strongly
recommend replacing the shaft seal. A new shaft seal should be installed whenever a motor is
replaced. What is Service Factor? Service Factor SF is a multiplier that when multiplied by the
horsepower of the motor indicates the total permissible horsepower loading that may be carried
when the motor is operating at rated voltage and frequency. The most important thing to
remember when replacing a motor is that the replacement motor's horsepower times its service
factor must be equal to or greater than the original motor's horsepower times its service factor.
The Service Factor rating can be found on the motor label. Shut down Electricity to the motor.
Disconnect the 3 electrical wires from the back of the motor. If you have an impeller lock screw.
Remove it by turning it clockwise. You can hold the impeller with the other hand to remove the
screw. I had to bang the screw with a screwdriver and hammer, to loosen the screw. Some
motor do not use this lock screw. Separate the impeller by rotating it counterclockwise. Hold
the screw on the back of the motor, to stop the free spinning of the shaft. Insert flat blade
screwdriver into the outer edge of the impeller and strike the screwdriver close to the impeller.
That should loosen the impeller so you can twist off. Remove the seal from the impeller by
twisting it off with pliers. Install the new seal on the impeller. Use seallube or dish soap and
water. Do not use oil, grease, teflon or silicone. Remove the seal from the center of the seal
plate. From the side that was not connected to the motor softly tap it with a screwdriver and
hammer. Wash the seal plate, impeller and diffuser with dish soap and water. Reinstall the new
seal in the center of the seal plate, use sealube or soap and water. Use the back of a screwdriver
to make it evenly flat on the seal plate. Reinstall the seal plate to the new motor with the 4
screws. Reinstall the Impeller to the seal plate by turning it clockwise. Hold the screw on the
back of the motor to stop the free spinning of the shaft and hand tighten only. Replace lock
screw, if the motor has a center hold on the shaft. Reinstall the diffuser with the 2 screws.
Reinstall the new power unit by sliding left to right into the wet unit. Reinstall the 8 bolts.
Reconnect the electrical wires. Remove the basket cover from the pump and add 2 gallon or
more water into to pump. Turn on Electricity to the motor. Were these instructions helpful? The
new motor uses your existing hardware. Great product and great company with fast shipping.
Will buy my products from them in the future. After confirming the correct replacement frame
and horsepower requirements with INYO Pool Products, the correct motor arrived quickly. In my
case, it was a simple break-down of the components after deenergizing the circuit at the breaker
panel ; removing the motor, impeller, and diffuser from the pump housing using basic hand
tools. I was careful to keep track of all fasteners and where they would reattach. It was simply a
matter of attaching the new motor to the existing frame and reattaching the impeller and diffuser
in the reverse order. From the external electrical disconnect box I replaced the water-tite flex
conduit and connected power to the new motor, following the enclosed diagram. Once all
connections were made and confirmed that Allen fasteners were tightened on the pump, I reset
the breaker and turned the pump on using the external disconnect switch. The pump is now
working better than ever. Was this review helpful to you? It works awesome. Thank you so
much. Package was well protected and neat. Perfect fit and easy instructions. Saved lots of
money doing myself. Direct replacement for the original part. Went in easy. Half the price of my
local pool store. Toggle navigation Menu Cart Chat.
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Here are the instructions for how to enable JavaScript in your web browser. Once you've
enabled Javascript, please refresh this page. Or give us a call at , and we would be happy to
take your order by phone. View Larger. Century 1. Motor Dimensions. Motor Image. Product
Specifications Motor Name:. Service Factor:. Total HP:. Stock :. Overload Protector:. Dimension
Letter:. Commonly Used On:. I need the motor and seal kit. Needs to be exact. Thanks, NIck.
Thanks for the help. Thanks Craig. Thanks Al. Ask A Question. Replaced frozen motor with new
motor. The pool pump motor seized-up. Write A Review. Thank you so much Was this review
helpful to you? Thanks Was this review helpful to you? Read All Reviews. Documents 6 Top A.
Smith Nameplate Information Smith Installation Guidelines Smith Troubleshooting Guide Smith
Impeller Removal Smith Warranty Please feel free to view our complete library of owners
manuals. Recommended Products 3 Top. Protective Pool Motor Cov Tune Up Kit Jacuzzi Cygne

